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RESUME
This article discusses modern technologies and
concepts for processing of large data sets.
OLAP (On-line Analytic Processing)
 DM (Data Mining)
 SDA (Symbolic Data Analysis)
 IFL (Intuitionistic Fuzzy Logic)


OLAP
Table 1. The Codd`s rules for OLAP

Comparative analysis – MOLAP
and ROLAP

Data Mining (DM)
DМ – deriving of valid, previously unknown information from large
databases and using it at taking of critical business decisions.
Most frequently used DM methods, being realized in modern software
products are as follows:
 3.1Decision tree
 3.2 Clustering
 3.3 Weighted Score tables and Regression (linear regression and
nonlinear regression)
 3.4 ABC Analysis (Pareto analysis)
 3.5. Association analysis (affinity analysis or Market Basket Analysis
(MBA))
To obtain maximum effect, users must use such methods
that are most suitable for a certain organization.

Visualization of aggregated data
 Tools for graphic presentation and visualization are important help
engines for data preparation and their importance in terms of data
analysis is not to be underestimated.
 Visual analysis allows the discovery of overall trends but also smaller
hidden patterns.
 Models, links and missing values are frequently perceived easier,
when displayed graphically, than if presented as list of figures or text.
Pros and cons in use of aggregates:
aggregates:
•Aggregates improve performance at runtime of certain query, but
increase loading time.
•Aggregate must be checked regularly whether additional data is
missing or not.
•When to be compressed associated aggregates – upon entering of
data or after the data was already loaded in database?
•Aggregates allow fast access to data in reporting mode.

Visualization of aggregated data
Fig. 2 Map presentation using pie
chart - The size of circles in individual
regions shows different volume of sales
of certain goods.

Fig. 3. Example of
superposition of stars. 8
stocks value for three
different weeks.

This representation has been
used to visualize a symbolic
object varying with time.

Application of new methodologies- SDA and IFL
SDA
The French scientist Edwin Diday defines "Symbolic Data Analysis"
(SDA) as the extension of standard Data Analysis. The data descriptions
of the units are called "symbolic" when they are more complex than the
standard ones due to the fact that they contain internal variation and are
structured.
Intuitionistic Fuzzy Logic (IFL)
IFL can be used in evaluation of the models for large data set. IF Set is
defined as follow:
A={〈x, µA(x), νA(x)〉 / x∈E},
Where E is fixed set, functions µA:E→[0,1] and νA:E→[0,1] give
degree of membership and non-membership of the element x∈E to set
A.
Set A is subset to E and ∀ x∈E: 0≤µA(x)+νA(x)≤1.
Value π A(x)=1-µA(x)-νA(x)
gives the degree of non-determinacy of the element x:E to the set A.

